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Rosaleen McDonagh worked in Pavee Point Traveller and Roma Centre for ten years, 

managing the VAW programme. She was involved in initiatives on Traveller women’s issues 

– regarded as a leading feminist within the Traveller community. Theatre work 
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(Fishamble Theatre Company, 13th-25th April 2015). Shortlisted for the P.J. O’Connor radio 
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also on student scholarship with Northumbria University, reading for a PhD titled ‘An 
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Studies. Presently freelance researcher for Scratch Films Ltd, who are airing a documentary 
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Article on Knuckles – 6 August 2011 

 

       The film ‘Knuckles’, directed by Ian Palmer both frightened and disturbed me. It 

confirmed all my fears about voyeurism and creating entertainment from people living on the 

margins.  . The power of the outside gaze in the case of ‘Knuckles’ cannot be 

underestimated. The atmospheric phrases like ‘the secret world of Travellers’ had that 

tiresome drone of here-we-go-again: the mad, poor, would-be-dangerous-if-not stupid, 

archaic and savage Travellers. It used to be that this form of stereotyping was how the 

colonisers viewed the pig-in-the-parlour Irish : now it’s the Travellers who are the ‘strange 

other’ within Irish culture. 

 

    This said ‘Knuckles’ brings with it a set of complex dynamics. Somebody wanted to make 

a film, somebody else saying ‘Make your film about me. This is something I’m good at.’ 

 

      Both the director and the Travellers who were involved in this documentary have 

perpetuated stereotypes of our community. ‘Knuckles’ made me feel sad and ashamed. Is 
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bare knuckle fighting the only thing about our culture that interests the Irish population? I 

would ask the question is feuding or bare knuckle fighting integral to Traveller culture? In my 

opinion, absolutely not. Traveller ethnicity does not mean Traveller men and women are 

programmed to fight each other in order to uphold families’ names and honour.  

 

      When a community implodes on itself questions need to be asked. Questions about 

educational opportunity, employment possibilities and social, political, cultural participation. 

‘Knuckles’ presented Travellers in a very prurient way. Yet we collude in our own 

objectification and that’s the saddest element of the documentary. Part of me wants to scold 

and criticise the director but the reality is my own people allowed him into their lives. He may 

be voyeuristic and opportunistic but they also got something from participating. They got the 

time and attention of a well-resourced settled man, and they played to that gallery. –there is 

still a job for a stage Irishman.     

 

      The saving grace of the film happens close to the end. All during the film Mr. Palmer 

spoke about how difficult it was for him to get the Traveller women to talk. Finally we hear 

the voices of older women: they explained how futile the feuding was, and how we’re all kin 

to each other and more importantly these Traveller women spoke about how they didn’t want 

their grandchildren growing up and being pressurised to fight.  

 

       I left the cinema with a knot in my stomach, twisting and turning, unable to sleep. I was 

thinking what damage to the community this film will cause.  While Mr. Palmer is promoting it 

all over the world, the fall out and the debris of bare knuckle fighting and feuding will go on 

long after the camera has stopped rolling.  My other thought was we need to tell a different 

story. We need to hold the camera ourselves and more importantly we need to find pride in 

our community not just in upholding our family name.  

 

 

 

“Being Kicked Around” 

By Rosaleen McDonagh 

 

Voice of the Traveller, 30 May 2013 

 

“These cuts to Traveller projects and services are short-sighted and will only serve to 

condemn another generation of our community to exclusion and discrimination” Martin 

Collins, co-director, Pavee Point Traveller and Roma Centre 2013. 

 

The phrase “political football” gets overused. However, in the context of Travellers in Ireland, 

we as a community have been kicked from pillar to post and offside for a number of years by 

successive governments.  “Travelling with Austerity, Impacts of Cuts on Traveller Projects 
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and Services”, the report launched by Pavee Point Travellers Centre in late April 2013, gives 

a stark account as to how austerity is affecting the Traveller community and specific 

Traveller initiatives since 2008. The social research was carried out by Brian Harvey. The 

report highlights the important contribution that community development has made to our 

struggle and gives the background to the development of the Traveller infrastructure in 

Ireland over the past thirty years. It highlights the shift from a charity to a human rights model 

informed by community development principles of empowerment, self-determination and 

Traveller participation. Social solidarity with other marginalised groups began and sustained 

itself throughout our thirty year struggle. Racism was named and acknowledged as a reality 

for Travellers. Understanding women’s human rights, pulling and stretching the cultural 

boundaries was all part of the principles of community development. Traveller organisations 

such as Pavee Point were creating safe spaces where sensitive issues such as domestic 

violence, feuding, drug misuse could be discussed within the community. This community 

development also includes work in Europe and relationships between other minority ethnic 

nomadic groups and their governments and policy-makers. In particular, the Roma 

community.  It is this very work and infrastructure which is now threatened by government 

proposals on alignment and subsuming community development into local authorities. The 

report seeks to highlight the positive developments that have resulted through community 

development and make a case for the need to support the continuance of independent 

Traveller organisations at national and local levels if our struggle for our human rights is to 

continue and develop. 

 

The report also documents the cuts to funding for Traveller projects and services since 2008. 

It paints a shocking picture and details disproportionate cuts to the Traveller sector. Using 

the governments’ own figures the report highlights overall cuts in government expenditure of 

4.3% while the cuts to Traveller services were: 

Traveller Interagency activities   -100% 

Traveller education     -86.6% 

Traveller accommodation     -85% 

Equality      -76.3% 

National Traveller organizations   -63.6% 

FAS Special Initiative for Travellers   -50% 

Health       -5%  

 

Of equal concern is the fact that there are significant underspends in the funds allocated by 

many government departments.  “Political choices detrimental to Travellers are being made 

using the guise of austerity and presented as economic choices.” Ronnie Fay, co-director, 

Pavee Point Traveller and Roma Centre, April 2013. 

 

The other telling element of this report was the disproportion in the specific cuts to the 

Traveller sector in context of austerity on the wider population.  
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“Granted the fall in budgets for the voluntary and community sector, about 35%, I had 

expected something similar for Travellers, but was shocked at the actual figures, which were 

much higher than anything I had expected.” Brian Harvey, researcher on “Travelling with 

Austerity.” 2013 

 

Cuts in community and employment schemes; cuts in education services; cuts in social 

welfare including childcare; all add up to a community that has very little state investment in 

it. Core funding for Traveller organisations is smaller than ever. The eradication of local 

Traveller groups causes desolation and isolation within the community, trying to tackle 

existing issues with new and emerging ones with little or no budget. This has a detrimental 

effect on morale within the community; for a lot of Travellers, the only realistic opportunity of 

employment and lifelong learning is with a Traveller organisation. The significant issue in 

relation to Youthreach programmes is that most Travellers are married with a family to 

support by age 20. The report highlights various issues in the area of accommodation. 

Increases in rents and lack of provision of new Traveller specific accommodation forces 

many into private rented accommodation. Isolated and vulnerable because they are away 

from their family network and the wider community supports, which can lead to depression, 

an increased use of alcohol as well as other drugs and their potentially associated anti-social 

behaviours. However the reality is now families are doubling up in bays on sites because 

private rental accommodation often means the landlord wants rent allowance topped up. 

People do not have that kind of money. 

 

Cuts are damaging to Traveller families. Three meals a day is not always possible for some. 

Heating is seen as a luxury that most people try and do without. School uniforms and books 

are not always connected to a second-hand or free scheme. Stress on top of stress in 

families is causing havoc. Travellers living alone, whether disabled, gay or older, are at 

multiple risk. They don’t always have much money to live on. Poverty experienced by an 

individual or a family unit, whether you are settled or Traveller can and does ratchet up 

mental health issues.  

 

Despite thirty years of political lobbying, social, personal and public activism, our lives are 

unchanged. In 2010, the All Ireland Traveller Health Study was launched. The statistics tell a 

stark reality of how another two generations are affected by discrimination, racism and 

marginalisation. The parameters of the racism experienced by Travellers has changed over 

the past ten years. A more covert racism, a harsher racism and a more difficult racism to 

challenge has emerged.  This leads to a more censorious public attitude to those deemed to 

be different—Travellers.  Civil and public servants via social policy carry a dictat about what 

and how much public resources are put into Traveller organisations and Traveller 

infrastructure in the wider policy arena. This practise facilitates public officials with power 

overtly pursuing an assimilation mindset. It also creates a paranoid and competitive 

environment within the community and NGO sector whereby groups are competing for the 
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same pot of money which has shrunk. Assimilationist attitudes, practices and provision 

which had been hidden behind a rhetoric of equality over the past ten years are once again 

evident. The mantra “we have no resources” allows public officials to cut back on Traveller 

related expenditure.  

 

A worrying trend is that mainstreaming  has become assimilation as the Traveller specific 

supports disappear. This is particularly evident in education. Austerity made it easier to 

remove supports and initiatives in the area of education, under the guise of removing a 

segregated system. The ultimate cop-out. Services that were discontinued in 2011 included 

the Visiting Teacher Service for Travellers (VTST) and the system of Resource Teachers for 

Travellers (RTT).  All 33 Senior Traveller Training Centres were closed in 2012. Traveller 

organisations had advocated a phasing out of these centres to enable participants to engage 

with mainstream education. This has not happened. These services rebalanced the lost 

years and the lost generations of Travellers who were failed by the education system. In the 

coming years, we as a community will experience the fall-out from these cuts.  

 

The austerity report articulates the dangers of the cuts that have decimated our community. 

Traveller organisations will not be given the resources necessary to do the work that needs 

to be done with another generation. Equality will get defined as a luxury for when the 

government has a more disposable income. The abolishment of external state agencies 

such as Combat Poverty, Equality Authority, Irish Human Rights Commission, NCCRI and 

the National Action Plan on Racism, impacts on Traveller infrastructure and the community.   

 

In everyday life, racism is a backlash in the form of 'aren't they getting it all' and 'this has all 

gone too far' and 'why aren't they more grateful'. This means Travellers who are deemed 

'successful' can be drawn away from our community and our cultural roots creating division, 

new rejection and maybe even a redefinition of Traveller identity. Mainstreaming, without 

equality mechanisms being put in place, can and does cause division within our community. 

Anti-social behaviour grows. This enables stereotypes to deepen. This creates new 

isolations, enabling self destruction, individually and collectively. Previously Travellers 

struggled to put cultural diversity on the agenda. Now it is on the agenda. There is a different 

struggle for Travellers now - the struggle to be acknowledged as part of the cultural diversity 

in Ireland. The day is drawing near when Ireland will recognise Travellers as a minority 

ethnic group.  Thus in turn redress the balance by ensuring Traveller organisations and 

infrastructure is well resourced to do vital advocacy work. Being kicked around by the state 

and its civil servants would make it seem that the Traveller infrastructure are not in the 

Premiership, nor do they draw the crowds or the cats chorus that’s often heard at a rugby 

game. A strong referee, a good manager, would be a metaphor for a Traveller agency that 

would tackle all the own goals that the state keeps scoring.  
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‘Duty 

and 

Beauty’ 

by 

Rosaleen McDonagh 

 

Voice of the Traveller, August 2014 

 

Duty and beauty – as a Traveller woman with a Disability, not measuring up to the third-

dimensional expectations of what a woman should be. What a Traveller should be – and 

what a Disabled person should be. Quiet, hidden and grateful. I refuse to live my life this 

way. Negative messages from settled people – coupled with unrealistic demands about not 

being able to enjoy and accept my body as it is, rather than what it could be, took its toll on 

me. No matter how I try, the image of the perfect Beoir was beyond my grasp. Then, on 

finding something that I was good at – it opened up all sorts of potential and self belief. It no 

longer mattered what I looked like, or that I used a wheelchair. Being Rosaleen meant not 

trying to be like my sisters or my aunts, or even my mother. Letting go of that pressure gave 

me a lot of freedom. Realising that my body was perfect as it is helped me grow in 

confidence and understand that we all have precious bits of ourselves that can’t be shaped 

or moulded to suit someone else’s expectation of what it is to be human. Vanity is in all of 

us. It’s a nuisance if not kept in check. Glamour and looking good is important, but has its 

place. Women’s rights are important to me because sexism, discrimination towards women – 

misogyny – hatred of women - still comes out of the mouths of men I trust and love. 

Fitting in, not sticking out – saves us from harsh judgements.  The wanting to do something 

that your mother, sister, aunt, niece or cousin hasn’t done is scary. Newer choices and ways 

of expressing Traveller ethnicity and Traveller identity are coming, in many guises. Pride 

poured out of me for the LGBT people of our community in Gay Pride month and Traveller 

Pride week - Pavee Point Roma and Traveller Centre and BeLong To Youth Services 

launched the Gay Pavee poster. This combined celebration of Traveller Pride and Gay Pride 

gives an indication of how there is an appreciation of diversity within our community. Culture, 

gender, history, tradition, identity, sexism, disablism, homophobia and racism. These are 

complex issues and conversations to be had. The pull of globalisation on all ethnic minorities 

to homogenise - assimilation policies from Government towards our community raises 

questions on how we retain and protect Traveller identity.  

 

The idea that ethnicity mutates us all into one representation of Traveller culture is false. 

Passing on politics - women’s rights, or feminism, should not dictate to younger generations 

how they must challenge sexism. It’s vital to ensure young Beoirs’ self esteem is built on 

pride, and educational attainment and achievement. Recent documentaries about Beoirs are 

exploitative, voyeuristic and dangerous. The Pavee Princess myth doesn’t exist. It’s created 

for a settled audience to make fun of us. Colluding with this concept of how we should be as 
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women means we’re indulging settled people’s racist, sexist stereotypes. Sensationalising 

and exoticising young Beoirs presents them as living dolls, where they can be played with 

and edited by the settled hand.  

 

The over sexualisation of teenage Beoirs comes from patriarchy - men’s power and 

influence in society. Settled men control the media and images of how young women should 

be. Traveller men buy into this view of the female form. Wanting and needing affirmation in 

this vortex of male gaze and control is destructive and disempowering. When the settled 

media project these images back to us, often young people believe this is the only way to 

look and act like a Traveller. It’s not. We must encourage our young men and women to 

create realistic images that are not oppressive to either gender.   

 

Rather than promote elements of our culture which are positive towards women, we are 

gravitating towards values that are dehumanising and exploitative. Instead of honouring 

Beoirs’ roles as custodians of our culture, these media representations vilify and objectify us. 

We have created conditions where women are in competition with each other on the basis of 

looks, and for male attention.  

 

Equally, all men are not the same. They don’t particularly want to be like their fathers, or 

brothers, or uncles. The pressures of patriarchy are pushed on to young feins. Like sexism 

towards women, patriarchy brings with it huge peer pressure on men - softness and 

sensitivity are traits often understood as flaws. Prescribed gender roles require a more 

diverse expectation of masculinity. Standard male characteristics include power, toughness 

and physical strength – the big, macho man doesn’t just control women, but he also dictates 

behaviour of other men. If some men are viewed as weak – it’s other men who will ridicule 

them. Outdated and unrealistic expectations are crumbling by lots of women and men who 

are making all kinds of choices around education, partnerships, marriage, and careers.   

Freedom to do something different, or to make mistakes, is always more favourable to men. 

Their behaviour inoculates them from the burden of judgement and recompense. Rarely are 

our mistakes as women forgiven without consequence. Younger generations of women 

always had the job of challenging previous expectations, perceptions and representations.  

Our lives as unmarried Travellers are lived out in a very self-conscious way. Reasons for 

being single may vary from widowhood to separation, divorce, being lesbian, or just not 

finding the right person or the right opportunity to meet someone. Diverse circumstances and 

choices must be respected. Preparing the next generation of young Beoirs while handing 

down traditions, ensuring diversity for life choices is a positive option, is vital. Values of 

respect, dignity, humanity and an understanding of bodily integrity are crucial. Honour and 

shame are for both genders. Shame needs to be associated with men who are perpetrators 

of gender based violence, not for women’s behaviour. 
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Being single or separated, second chance relationships, gay and lesbian partnerships are 

equally as valid as those of heterosexual couples. Traditional roles prescribing beauty to 

women and duty to men are no longer relevant.  

 

 

“My Ethnicity” 

Irish Times, 25 September 2012 

 

In Dublin Castle today, at a conference called “Exploration of Traveller Ethnicity” 

being run by the Department of Justice and Equality, the so-called ‘experts’ are at it again— 

the settled academics that is. They will explain and conceptualise intellectual ideas about my 

Traveller identity. Catherine Joyce and Brigid Quilligan, Pavee beoirs (Traveller women), will 

bring authenticity to the discussion, making real the notion of self-determination. Personally, 

ethnicity can only be described in relation to the tangibility of friendship. Often it’s the direct 

opposite of the abstract language used to describe ethnicity and identity politics.  

 

I have a friend called Katherine, who is a settled woman, and when she came into my 

life, from the get-go my statement was, “You’re settled. I’m a Traveller. In our country, you 

belong, you’re counted. I’m the nuisance that they don’t know what to do with.” 

 

There have been unsettling moments in our friendship relating to how Traveller 

identity is perceived and how wilfully ethnocentric Irish society is. Racism towards Travellers 

hangs in the air between us. It is an often covert racism, an undermining racism, a difficult 

racism to challenge or articulate. Being friends with me, the buoyancy of Katherine’s position 

as a settled person gets unbalanced whenever the malignant tides rise intensely against 

Travellers. Identity is something that can’t be escaped. We’re all grounded in who we are—

tradition, culture and heritage. 

 

Katherine has never wavered into that space of ambiguity where reasonable, kind-

hearted settled friends often say, “but” and “if”, wanting Travellers to behave more 

“responsibly” even when being hated. There’s a place for the rights mantra and the idiom of 

responsibility—on both sides. There’s a constant realisation that we’re both evolving, 

developing and stretching the possibilities of what it means to be Irish women each with our 

own identities. My mother had settled friends. She paid them “visits”. That’s how she 

described her connection with them.  

 

The separation of the State from the Catholic Church, the State recognition of the 

damage done to children in institutional care, the new Children’s Referendum, 

decriminalising homosexuality, and legislating for divorce and civil partnership—all of these 

are milestones of progressive changes. The burning issue of Traveller ethnicity is 

unresolved.  
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In Britain, the ethnicity of Irish Travellers has been law since the case of O’Leary & 

Others vs Punch Retail in 2000.  In Northern Ireland, since 1997, Travellers have been 

classified as a “racial group” for the purposes of the Race Relations Order. The world hasn’t 

stopped turning. These pieces of legislation admit Traveller ethnicity is a status equal to that 

of settled Irish ethnicity. Discrimination towards Travellers in Britain and Northern Ireland 

hasn’t gone away, but younger Irish Travellers there do have a stronger sense of pride and 

self esteem. 

 

Across the border and across the sea, recognising Traveller ethnicity has had an 

impact. Travellers there have the opportunity to be treated with a new respect and accorded 

a more equal status in engaging with the state. The relationship shifts to a treatment that 

takes account of and respects cultural difference.  

 

There’s a symbolic value too – my identity, my history, my culture are still not 

validated. Our Geels’ 2010 All Ireland Traveller Health Study revealed a strong self-

identification among our people. 71 per cent said membership of the Traveller community 

was important; Traveller culture was important for 73 per cent; and Traveller identity for 74 

per cent. Yet the Irish state will not recognise this identity and afford us the status that would 

go with such recognition.  

 

Friendship with Katherine is unlike that unequal relationship my mother had with 

settled women, where even to those she paid visits to she was still the subservient beggar at 

the door. When Katherine talks about her days in school, the conversation is about 

expectation and entitlement. Ambition and opportunity is also built into the fabric of her 

memory. The dialogue becomes fragile when I speak about my people being brought to 

special school where we were humiliated by being washed and ridiculed. Believing I wasn’t 

worthy of an education, they relegated our ethnicity to the dirty corner and the special class.  

 

Katherine’s and my social, cultural, political and personal histories are so different. 

We share a national identity but there are so many intricate nuanced differences in how we 

are prescribed a role in Irish society. Being born into settled privilege gives her more status, 

more respect, more opportunity.  

 

However we’re part of a small cultural revolution of friendship that allows us as 

women to talk about the diversity that we hold. Ironically, it also opens up a chasm of silence 

and shame as we mutually recognise how Traveller ethnicity has been disrespected, 

ignored, and devalued. Perhaps such connections and alliances, such sisterhoods will form 

the seedbeds to bring, at last, more radical lasting change whereby Traveller ethnic identity 

achieves recognition, protection and respect. 
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“Feuding” 

Voice of the Traveller, 8 April 2014 

 

Commenting about feuding is fraught.    The fear that my writing could cause trouble, or 

implicate my family, worries me.   Music, storytelling, a bit of playacting are banal. These 

topics are fun and easy to write about. They are the pulse of our community. Wanting to be 

defiant,  if not militant, the parameters of activism; issues of education, accommodation, 

employment, would seem urgent. There is also an expectation from settled peers and friends 

that a distance from these aspects, is healthier and better for my career. When settled 

people choose to write on topics such as feuding and anti-social behaviour they are 

sensationalist and voyeuristic. They are not compromised by other dynamics which are at 

play by the mere fact that they are outsiders looking in.  The encouragement to condemn a 

whole community, or, somehow to be a cultural informer, is ever ready by request and 

inducement. 

 

Ambivalence does not interest me. Being silent is dangerous.  When settled people question 

my identity, a level of rage envelopes me.  They tell me I ‘pass’, or at least, I could pass. 

Passing as a settled person does not interest me and I cannot do it. To quote James 

Baldwin, a Black Disabled and gay writer and activist (from his essay ‘The Devil finds Work’), 

“so much as I believed in their situation, which I suspected, dreadfully, to have something to 

do with my own.”  This internal struggle of the facets of Traveller identity presented to me is 

ongoing. While only a handful of Travellers are involved in anti-social behaviour, the debris 

and fall out of it affects the whole community.  

 

 Accusations - of either not being a Traveller – or at least not being a ‘real’ Traveller, lead to 

questions of credibility. As a human rights defender, watching a community imploding on 

itself, feuding is a reaction to many closed doors. While commenting, always aware of the 

privilege of being a graduate of university, three times over, and now doing a PhD. Very few 

Travellers have had these opportunities. 

 

Severing feuding from Traveller identity does not mean dissociation from our ethnicity. 

Behaviours that have found their way in to a community because of endemic racism, 

poverty, isolation, alienation, lack of opportunity, relate to a much larger picture of 

internalised oppression. The state’s disregard over the last decades has made Traveller 

identity fragile. Feuding is used to gaud and question the validity of Traveller identity, 

Traveller politics and suggest racism is imagined. Conversely, racism is seen as a valid way 

of the state controlling and punishing the collective. Feuding or the mere mention causes 

heads to fall with shame. Our community is constantly proving our worth, while demanding 

respect and a much more diverse representation of Traveller ethnicity than one dimensional 

stereotypes.  
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The assumption that feuding is part of Traveller culture is outrageous. It is neither a sport nor 

a form of entertainment. People get hurt. Families are damaged. The fabric of the community 

gets torn. The romantic view that fist fighting in car parks or back roads to clear somebody’s 

name, to defend honour, is farcical. Barging into homes, using money, drugs, fire arms 

depicts a community at war with itself.  

 

Threats and harassment have real impacts on families. Bullying, intimidation, and 

threatening behaviour via Youtube by men in masks is an anathema to our culture. Not 

being able to live in certain areas, attend weddings, Christenings or other celebratory events 

for fear of who might be there or what might happen makes for a siege mentality among all 

of us.  

 

Colluding  in our own objectification adds to the impoverishment and complicates the 

situation.   The low expectations of Travellers as citizens - schools we cannot attend - pools 

in which we cannot swim - libraries that bar us - universities that exclude us - police who do 

not always protect us - mark our community as beyond the protection of the state.  

With the explosion of images of ourselves on television, as a pacifist who is brimming with 

Traveller pride, it is important that we remember and check ourselves when engaging with 

the media. In representation there has to be some responsibility towards resistance of these 

puerile images. As a survivor of physical violence from the state, this experience has shaped 

my view.  

 

The comments - not being a “real” Traveller echoes comments of not being a “real” man if 

you do not fight for family honour.  New found fame has done the community no favours. 

Feuding or bare knuckle fighting are playing to a full gallery of spectators –there is still a job 

for a stage Irishman.  On this occasion it is the Pavee that they are laughing at.  

 

 

Inertia 

Voice of the Traveller, 13 April 2014 

 

 An article in 1996 Time to get tough on tinker terror ‘culture.” brought me back to my 

childhood.  In  special residential school for disabled children - a settled member of staff  

rubbed  my nose in excrement – stating “ you need to be trained like a puppy, in order to be 

civilised”. The abuse mirrored opinions that were frequently expressed by bigots about 

Travellers.  The effects of such actions or articles are often unknown.  

 

A psychiatrist later helped me work through the effects of internalised oppression and the 

damage  it has on a person’s psyche. During my therapy that article was used to explore 

racism. Vilification in all its perniciousness strips away dignity.  The cumulative effect of 
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humiliations experienced by my people was rotting my bones. The doctor highlighted every 

belittling, contemptuous , virulent word. Then we tore it up. 

 

 That article was a flash point for my generation. In the site, where my family lived, the said 

article was being passed around from one trailer to another. The person who could read had 

learnt it off verbatim. People were very het up. The reader was often accused of making it 

up. As soon as I left the hospital, going straight to a Traveller rights meeting was probably 

the best therapy that was available. For me, that year, that illness, that article, that meeting, 

that moment - the personal became political.  

 

Eighteen years on.  8th April , 2014 International Traveller and Roma day – Winnie a , 

seventeen year old, studying for her Leaving Cert cornered me.  She handed me an article 

entitled. “If Travellers want ethnic status, they ought to get rid of those slash hooks 

and settle” –  a journalist under the guise of ‘free speech’ courting notoriety. The content 

resonated with the previous article. It catapulted us both into despair.  

 

A huge sense of bewilderment came over me. The conversation propelled itself into the 

vacuum of accusations and expectations. My resignation was exposed. Working my way 

through this confusion, with a younger Traveller woman – The discourse of activism – Her 

willfulness and disbelief took me back to my induction into Traveller politics. Annie, her 

mother, fought hard against the system to get her into mainstream primary and secondary 

schools. When there was no childcare Winnie would have been brought to meetings and 

demonstrations. 

 

The younger Traveller woman was now articulating a backlash – not so much towards the 

journalists -  but towards Traveller politics and older activists like me.. Her question was, 

“why is it they can still write about us in this way?  In being asked to take account for my 

twenty years of being involved, silence enveloped me. We hadn’t done enough to protect our 

young people.  Or stop these ’incitements to hatred’.  

 While trying to placate her I whispered meekly “anything we got, we got the hard way”. In an 

attempt to look at the changes that have happened for our community in the last twenty 

years my mouth went dry.  The failures of the state -  a long and weary list. The ephemeral 

efforts to implement policies seemed banal. 

 

 Highlighting  her experience in mainstream education  was a  clumsy attempt on my part  to 

stave off the language  which was locking us into a negative trajectory. Winnie says the 

racism she received from teachers and classmates was “casual” and she managed to 

“avoid” or ignore most of it.  A more covert racism, has now emerged. A harsher racism 

something more difficult to  challenge. Thankfully there was no sharing of the yellow line in 

the playground that my generation encountered – surely this was progress? She too had 
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memories of being in a special class while her settled peers got the benefit of the state 

curriculum.    

 

There is a gift from my generation to Winnie’s. The gift of freedom which brings with it a 

silent knowing and understanding   a belief that the future holds something new and 

different. Invariably - something better.   Moving out of positions – making room to be wrong 

- or to be found out by someone younger, sharper and wiser. That’s part of the deal. 

Allowing a new cohort to make choices that encapsulate a stronger sense of politics, culture 

and Traveller identity.  Encouragement and empowerment are part of that package. To have 

dreams and ambitions – to wander into places my generation weren’t allowed to go – to take 

a breath and be still – push your shoulders back and be proud. 

 

 Yet here we are – an older and a younger woman - two articles from different decades.  

Reflecting the same hatred, poison and insidious diatribes. No gift, despite how well it’s 

wrapped or parceled, could have prepared our young people for this continuous onslaught. 

In a fit of rage and frustration, Winnie ripped the article to shreds. 

 

                                                                     

“mockumentary” 

 

As an aunt of many nieces, some of whom are getting married this summer, watching “My 

Big Fat Gypsy Wedding” has its own resonance. Sitting on the sofa with ten young beoirs 

(young women ) between the ages of 7 to 17, creates a sense of embarrassment, some 

anger and internalised shame. 

  

“Do we know the beoir that’s getting married?” “Who are their family? How much freedom do 

they have compared to us? Are they made go to school the way we are?” The dresses, 

some of the comments, “Nah. I wouldn’t wear that yoke. Too big and too awkward. The 

sequins and the diamonds—I’d rather have something that I could show off for more than 

one day.” Comments about the bridesmaids’ dresses: “We all don’t wear them.” A 15 year 

old: “The peer pressure to dress like that is unbelievable, it’s the boys, the young feins. 

They’re told if beoirs are not dolled up this way, they’re not worth looking at.” Another 

comment from a 17 year old: “My wedding is in June. My dress is old-fashioned. Mammy is 

helping me make it. People are going to get a shock because I won’t wear a hoop but it’s not 

that kind of dress. Does that mean I’m not a real Traveller or it won’t be a real Travellers’ 

wedding?”  From a 12 year old: “She’s getting married—my sister—in five months and 

Daddy can’t get a hotel. If we were settled, that hotel would have been booked a year ago.” 

The overall presentation is very much a distortion of the reality of our everyday lives. Like 

most of the population, weddings in families are a very excitable affair. They don’t happen 

every day or every week or even every year so of course a wedding is a great spectacle 

occasion. The preparation and organisation for such a day is top priority for most families 
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and in particular the bride-to-be. Again, nothing unusual. The excitement and the build-up to 

such an event is palpitating. In the same breath, going to school with them to get the results 

of their GCSE or Leaving Cert exams is equally as palpitating, but that doesn’t really make a 

good story. Nor does the story that Traveller women die 11.5 years earlier than settled 

women or that two thirds leave school before the age of 15.1 This story is probably too real 

to make and too hard to watch. 

 

These young beoirs (Traveller women) on the programme have had very little opportunity by 

way of educational prospects.  Gender roles within the family and the wider Traveller 

community are so narrowly defined that criticising the beoirs in “My Big Fat Gypsy Wedding” 

is unfair. 

 

 Like all tabloid telly, it needs to be flashy, tacky and quick. A narrator whose voice 

comes across as evocative and sensationalist, a camera angle that’s constantly positioned 

on young Traveller females’ breasts and bottoms would seem very sexist in the making of a 

television documentary. Or as we Travellers like to call it, a “mockumentary”. It would also 

seem to contradict the questions from the narrator about Traveller beoirs (women) and 

freedom. They get asked about arranged or love-matched weddings, the inference made is 

of lack of autonomy and non-promiscuity, while the programme-makers are presenting these 

young beoirs as sexual objects. 

 

Any 17 year old in that situation, whether they be Traveller, Asian, Muslim, black or 

Caucasian, working class Irish, are vulnerable in the hands of documentary makers.  

The series is uncomfortable viewing. Questions need to be asked. How often have members 

of my community—Travellers—been on television? When we are, who holds the camera, 

who edits, who is the target audience? And where is the balance by way of representation? 

Up to now, mainstream media only ever wants us for news items when we’re implicated in 

some negative way. These questions, particularly the one concerning how often we’re on 

television, raise issues of participation, power and social mobility.  

 

 Now seems to be the time when we, the Traveller community, get the fifteen minute 

fame phenomenon that other communities have had, where their cultural norms and practice 

were ridiculed and criticised in the context of western, mainstream, middle class media. It 

was always the women who were targeted for being old-fashioned, subservient, submissive 

to the family, unliberated and the phrase, “Sure aren’t they all the same and they’re worse 

for putting up with it.”  In the past and today other cultures have also been denigrated in the 

media. During the eighties and nineties, it was African and Asian women who were 

                                                           
1
 Ireland Traveller Health Study 2010 

(http://www.dohc.ie/publications/aiths2010/TR1/AITHS2010_TechnicalReport1_LR_All.pdf?direct=1 
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considered exotic to the mainstream gaze. Issues of diet; wearing the burkha; arranged 

marriages; female genital mutilation; and the women who are married to polygamists. 

Always and ever, this phenomenon of exoticisation was about ridicule and targeting young 

girls and women who didn’t always have right of reply. Funnily enough, it’s very rare that 

men get asked these questions about freedom and choices. 

 

Now the light shines on us. A pretence as if we’re this undiscovered group of people that the 

media are about to expose. We’ve always been here; however, when you get so far pushed 

out into the margins, a lack of trust builds up and you tend to become self reliant on your 

own. No big mystery—it’s just a way of managing systemic racism in all aspects of our lives. 

The truth of the matter was and still is, settled people don’t want us around. Not as 

neighbours, not as schoolmates, college pals, work colleagues, partners, daughters-in-law. 

But that’s too boring for tabloid TV.   

 

    

“Your crowd” 

 

Irish Times, December 2012 

 

“Your crowd were at it again.” This came from a friend, referring to the recent sentencing of 

members of the Connors family for slavery offences in England. The family are Travellers 

who exploited, beat and starved vulnerable men for financial benefit. The men who had been 

under the control of this family, some for more than twenty years, were paid £5 a day. Their 

living conditions were appalling. The images and the reports of the malnutrition and the 

treatment that these men suffered was evocative of an earlier century when White people 

carried out similar forms of cruelty and exploitation on Black people.  

 

The collective shame and shock within my community was palpable when the news reports 

were broadcast.   Traveller children were afraid to go to school the following morning. ‘Slave 

owners ’ was the taunt in the playground, in the classroom, in the library or even in the 

workplace. The punishment is dished out to a whole community for the acts of individual 

criminals.  My friend, using the phrase “your crowd”, not only articulated a false sense of 

familiarity.  “Your crowd” was an attempt at goading.  She was also testing out my loyalty to, 

and responsibility for, my Traveller ethnicity and my community. Defensiveness demands an 

answer that is uncomplicated. Age and confidence bring a sense of composure, but demand 

more subtelty in responding to such a taunt.  

 

The coverage of the Connors case catapulted  my community into guilt. Guilt by association 

operates more intensely when it is embedded in a context of racism. The impulse was to 

keep our heads down, bury our shame and hold our silence.  This is problematic.  Silence 
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can be toxic.  Being falsely incriminated by way of one’s ethnicity should not mean that you 

collude with criminality. 

 

The words of  Traveller human rights activist Martin Collins came to my mind when I 

searched for a response to the taunt “your crowd”.  Criminality is not part of Traveller culture 

nor part of our individual DNA. 

 

Shame should not be used as a mechanism to hold a community to account. Collective 

shame should not have to be carried by the whole community for the behaviour of one small 

group. It should not have to be carried from one generation to another. My generation 

already carries many elements of shame that do not belong to us. These are projected onto 

us by the mere fact that Travellers are “the other”.  

 

Slavery, feuding, domestic violence and other forms of criminality are all too prevalent, not 

just within the Traveller community. The stereotypes and the misdefinition of Traveller 

identity gets reduced to these negative behaviours. The exploitation of migrant workers, the 

mistreatment of domestic workers, and the trafficking of women are forms of criminality that 

are societal issues rather than the property of any one ethnic group. 

 

Internalised oppression can never be used as an excuse for criminality. Systemic oppression 

does, however, lead to behaviours whereby the oppressed, in order to feel powerful, will 

exploit other vulnerable people in inhumane ways. This modus operandi for internalised 

oppression manifests as a particular type of social contract. This concerns itself with bullying 

and intimidation and serves as a form of fast tracking of social mobility based on money, 

machismo, and bravado. Alienation can become so endemic within marginalised  individuals 

and communities that crime can be perceived to have the most immediate rewards. 

 

The rewards for buying into the dominant social contract include a sense of citizenship, 

belonging and opportunity.  Esteem and  dignity are on offer.  Participation comes with 

visible rewards of access and choice.  However, in my community I know very few  doctors, 

barristers, dentists, teachers, engineers, academics. The list of professions that we are not a 

part of seems to get  longer with each generation. Oppression and internalised oppression 

build generations who have never experienced the range of benefits offered by the dominant 

social contract of citizenship. 

 

The crimes carried out by members of the Connors family in the form of  domination, 

degradation, humiliation and subjugation are also attacks on  the fabric of a vulnerable 

community. Exploitation and intimidation are not confined to victims beyond the community 

but also happen within the Traveller community. Internalised oppression vents its ills 

internally as well as externally. 
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This is often difficult to challenge or highlight. An imposed collective shame is difficult to 

shrug off. Challenging a false social contract based on crime is difficult in a context of 

racism. Exposing any kind of anti social behaviour within a small community comes at a 

price.  Individuals within our community do take on these tasks with integrity and courage. 

They are our agents for  social change. Social policy, however, lags behind when faced with 

these complexities. 

 

 

Twitching - Curtains  

By Rosaleen McDonagh  

 

Voice of the Traveller, 14 November 2013 

 

An analogy could be made between  a nineteenth century novel and recent events 

concerning the Roma community. The Valley of the Squinting Windows written by Brinsley 

MacNamara is the novel. The recent events concerned the removal of Roma children from 

their families by the guards. 

 

The Valley of the Squinting Windows is about village life in Ireland in 1918. The power of 

gossip and public perception in an inward-looking society destroyed a village and a family. 

The locals were excited that one of their own had written a book. However, they quickly 

realised that the fictional characters in the novel were representative of the people in and 

around the village. Pride turned to hostility. This developed as a national scandal due to the 

blurring of fact and fiction. Elements of the Squinting Windows suddently re-emerged in 

Ireland October 2013. 

 

Fast track to the present time then. The valley is now a global village. The curtains  can be 

exchanged for a Facebook page. ‘The story’ moves from Greece to Portugal to Dublin and 

Athlone. With the click of a cursor the squinting windows turned their ire on two families and 

a community. The main characters now are the media, the guards, the HSE, the unfortunate 

protagonists are Roma children.  DNA tests, child protection issues,  and the sad and 

bewildering situation of the  missing English child, Madeleine McCann were all in the mix of 

this blurring of fact and fiction.  

 

On Wednesday 23rd October, 2013, police took a blonde, blue eyed child from a Roma 

family in Greece. Two other Roma children were taken from their families here in Ireland by 

the Gardai. This was all supposedly on the basis that the children’s appearance didn’t match 

that of their parents.  Stereotypes of what members of the Roma community “ should look 

like “ were at play. More sinister stereotypes were however driving the panic. 
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The neighbours of a Roma family in Tallaght took to Facebook  to make contact with  the “ 

Paul Connolly Investigates” programme. This is a television documentary maker who has 

made several programmes on Roma.  Child abduction broke quickly as the story of the year, 

at least in social media terms. And all this happening here in Ireland. The orchestrator of this 

ensuing chaos was a television documentary maker. The perpetrators, the foot - soldiers of 

the State, were the Gardaí, and the HSE .  

 

“Racism is not about lack of knowledge, it’s about institutional power”  Andrew Finlay, 

Convener of the MPhil Race, Ethnicity, Conflict in TCD, tells us. This textbook statement was 

about to be played out in practice as this drama unfolded. 

 

Mainstream media, encouraged  by the babble on social media,  took charge and ratcheted 

up the hysteria, sensationalism and stereotypes. Crime correspondents rushed to the scene 

on 22nd October. How did they know where to go? They used emotive and sensational 

language and tone to breathlessly inform the general public that Gardaí had seized a 

blonde, blue eyed child from a Roma family in Tallaght. As the hours rolled by, the story 

became ever more hysterical. ‘Blonde, blue eyed children cannot be born into dark skinned 

Roma families’. The only explanation that could be provided was that stealing children ‘is 

what Roma gypsies do’. 

 

The correspondants filled their voracious and ever needy papers and programmes with 

‘otherness’. This went to extraordinary extremes, even making far-fetched links with 

trafficking, the Roma girl in Greece, and Madeline McCann. “Detectives are now trying to 

find if there is a child-trafficking link between the Irish and Greek families. The discovery also 

gives fresh hope to Madeleine McCann’s parents Kate and Gerry that their daughter could 

soon be found”, according to Nigel Pauley in The Daily Star on 23rd October.  

 

The headlines that media grabbed through denigration and humiliation only served to 

criminalise the Roma.  Historical negative preconceived ideas about the Roma were called 

to facilitate what was a bizarre scenario. Ireland became the centre of global media 

attention. The squinting windows and the twitching curtains of West County Dublin, had 

exposed us for exactly the kind of a nation we are. 

The Roma have been persecuted down through the centuries. They have always been the 

victims of racism and discrimination and the stimulus for harmful myths. These are often 

woven and played out in the form of dangerous lies and assaults. Traveller activist Martin 

Collins, joint director of Pavee Point Traveller and Roma Centre, highlighted that  It's really 

important that we extend our solidarity, the Roma community is building its own advocacy 

infrastructure. It’s similar to where Traveller politics was  thirty years ago in terms of 

politicisation and having a voice. We need to stand with and suppor this infrastructure.”  

The DNA test results took time. The story had to be kept moving along. Stereotypes, 

hearsay and lies became the favoured means of maintaining the story and sustaining public 
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attention.   Evidence of wrongdoings or misdemeanours take too much time and effort to 

prove. The fast pace of social media and the voracious appetite of mainstream media had 

the country on tenterhooks . This was trial by ordeal for the Roma and for the unfortunate 

Roma families at the centre of the outcry.   Blaming and accusing minority ethnic groups of 

wrongdoings seems to be almost a popular national pastime when debates about cultural 

diversity surface. 

 

The actions of the gardai and the HSE were of course central in enabling the media to 

orchestrate this ‘moral panic’. Solicitor for the Roma family in Tallaght, Waheed Mudah, 

made the following statement on the position of the parents in relation to the actions of the 

HSE and Gardai. “They do not accept that this was any proper or sufficient basis to take 

their daughter away from them,”  

 

A moral panic has five elements – concern – hostility – consensus - disproportionality - 

volatility. The media raised concerns that the blonde blue eyed Roma children did not and 

could not belong to their respective families. Crime reporters entered the arena where no 

crime had been committed. Ridiculous connections were  made to the story unfolding in 

Greece , in relation to Madeline McCann and to child abduction. Hostility towards the Roma 

Community never far from surface flared up, fanned by the constant reportage.  

 

There was consensus among the foot soldiers of the state, -  Gardai and the HSE.  Both 

state agencies are now under investigation. Their actions would appear to be 

disproportionate to any disinterested observer.“Actions by the state need to be evidence 

based and due process needs to be accorded to all communities living in Ireland. There is a 

real danger that precipitave  action, undertaken on the basis of appearance, can create the 

conditions for an increase in racism and discrimination against the Roma community living in 

Ireland” warned Ronnie Fay Joint Director of Pavee Point Traveller and |Roma Centre. 

Attention turned to the DNA test results. The blonde blue eyed children’s identities -

established as belonging to their Roma families.  The children were returned to their families. 

Subsequently, the Roma girl in Greece was also returned to her Roma family, with her blue 

eyes and blonde hair intact. In Ireland the story within the space of twenty four hours 

exhausted itself. Embarrassment suddenly deprived it of all oxegyn. The media focus finally 

moved from the Roma families to the HSE and  Gardai where the real story was.  However 

there was little introspection on their own role over the previous days. 

 

The Roma community -  ideal candidates for this hostile saga of institutonal racism in all its 

perniciousness. The global and historical legacy of Roma history came crashing up against  

our insular, racist. ethnocentric mindset. Roma  people continue to be exotisised and 

criminalised. What better way to perpetuate this historical narrative than by using a blonde 

blue eyed child. 
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Emily Logan  Ombudsman for Children is conducting an independent  investigation into how 

the State handled the case of the two Roma children who were taken away from their 

families. It would be important that she brushes down her understanding of institutional 

racism. Her investigation must lead to a focus on this problem if these stories are not to re-

emerge again and again. 

 

Then there is the media. Who is investigating the media role? The media created and fuelled 

the story.The media role in this whole affair cannot go without examination. The way the 

story has been told has left a lot of questions to be answered. Where is all the apparatus 

established to supervise the media gone when you need them? The Press Ombudsman and 

the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland could usefully now step up to the plate and address this 

issue. We need a media capable of uncovering institutional racism rather than a media 

giving unchecked expression to it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


